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Introduction

During the past several decades, an impressive array of resources on foreign language and area studies has been assembled within U.S. institutions of higher education. Hundreds of academic centers for teaching and research on world regions and on individual countries have been established with the support of public and private organizations, foundations and government departments. Recently, there have been efforts to take stock of these resources. Special attention has been given to problems that may inhibit the maintenance of area studies, such as limited fellowship support, narrow academic job markets and inadequate foreign language training. However, little attention has been given to examining how early life and educational experiences influence those who commit themselves to advanced academic work on specific world areas and foreign cultures. We know relatively little about the ways in which students are recruited into the field of foreign language and area studies.

The process of committing to an academic specialization in area studies often is the result of accumulated exposure to particular disciplines, experiences in the world area or the influence of academic mentors. Financial and employment incentives are undeniably important to students considering a specialization in area studies. These several factors are interdependent with many others in an evolving educational career.

While the decision-making process is indeed complicated, by asking students about the evolution of their interest in and commitment to a particular world area, we have obtained insights into the main factors and influences that shape these interests, the salient patterns of recruitment into the field of area studies and the consequences of such patterns for research.

This report presents the results of a survey of graduate students, both U.S. and foreign, enrolled in U.S. universities who are focusing their advanced studies on a world area. The survey was designed to determine how these students became interested and involved in foreign language and area studies and focuses on several questions: What types
of experiences, both academic and nonacademic, influenced students to pursue graduate work in area studies? When did these experiences occur? What differences are there in types of experiences across areas? How do experiences influence choice of discipline and research interest in graduate school as well as professional goals?

In the entire U.S. educational system, there would appear to be no lack of students who are potential foreign language and area studies specialists. Every year, thousands of American students at the postsecondary level are exposed to and participate in foreign language and area studies through curricular opportunities at home and through study, travel and research programs abroad. As of this writing, more than one million American undergraduate and graduate students are enrolled in foreign language courses.

Yet there are weaknesses, discontinuities and imbalances in our educational system inhibiting the development of the scope of expertise needed in both academic and nonacademic areas. Of some 60,000 undergraduate students studying abroad in 1987/88, 80% were in Europe and 9.2% in Latin America. Only 12% of the students studied in Africa, Asia and the Middle East combined. Language competency among faculty and students varies enormously across world area programs. Because of such imbalances in educational exposure and access to certain nonwestern areas at the secondary and postsecondary levels, we found that some students begin their specialization much later than others. The academic disciplines represented within area programs are highly concentrated in the humanities and some of the social sciences; this constitutes another form of imbalance.

The need for foreign language and area expertise in these core disciplines is unquestioned, but it is desirable to broaden the range of disciplines involved. The ability to understand and respond to a global society is a requirement for many other academic and professional programs, such as law, business and economics. Thus, to maintain and expand the size and compositions of expertise in foreign areas, we need to understand the ways in which students are and are not being effectively encouraged to specialize (and/or rewarded or not for their specialization) in foreign language and area studies at many levels of education and in many academic disciplines.

This report is concerned with the nature of the pipeline, or recruitment process, into area studies, focusing on those who have made decisions to specialize in a world area in graduate school. The results of this study shed some light on self-recruitment and on the ways in which we are and should be cultivating our national resources in foreign language and area studies.
Notes


Chapter 1
Framework and Methodology of the Investigation

Foreign language and area experts are defined as having multidisciplinary training and approaches to a world area. While they are usually anchored in a particular discipline, familiarity with several disciplines and skills, especially foreign language competency, is expected of these experts.

In their study of a world area, area specialists, according to Kenneth Prewitt, take a “whole culture approach . . . distinguished by their conscious emphasis on actual places . . . on the history and culture and language of specific places.” Prewitt defines area studies as:

not just a loose alliance of anthropologists, historians, linguists and political scientists who know a second language and who happen to study foreign places. Area studies constitute a research strategy that for its purposes is stronger than the traditional disciplinary traditions on which it is built . . . area studies investigate an interdependent whole rather than unconnected fragments arbitrarily labeled politics or history or language or economics.\(^5\)

In the United States, university-based programs in area studies and international relations emerged relatively late on the academic scene. While a number of programs in Asian, Russian and Latin American Studies had been established earlier in this century, multidisciplinary programs dealing with other world regions were established at an accelerated pace during and following World War II. A combination of support from U.S. government sources and the Ford Foundation’s huge International Training and Research Program (ITR) led to an explosion of area studies programs throughout the United States during the fifties and sixties. Between 1953 and 1966, Ford spent more than a quarter of a billion dollars on international studies programs through its ITR, much of which supported foreign language and area studies programs at over 30 universities throughout the United States.\(^6\) It is estimated that today there are over 500 area studies centers in the United States.\(^7\)
Since 1958, the Federal Government, first under Title VI of the National Defense Education Act and later under Title VI of the Higher Education Act, has provided funding for selected campus-based foreign language and area studies centers that are defined as "national resource centers for teaching any modern foreign language, for instruction in fields needed to provide full understanding of areas, regions, or countries in which such languages are commonly used . . . ." Although these Title VI centers are responsible for only a small percentage of the teaching and research devoted to area studies in the United States, they represent leading programs in their respective world area concentrations. As of 1987, there were 85 of these centers located in 53 universities dealing with 11 world regions: Africa, East Asia, South Asia, Southeast Asia, the Middle East, Latin America, the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, Western Europe, Canada, Inner Asia and the Pacific Islands. A few of these centers focus only on undergraduate education, while the remaining centers train both undergraduate and graduate students. While the centers vary greatly in their organizational structure, they share a common purpose in providing a framework for multidisciplinary teaching and research focused on a world area.

As interdisciplinary enterprises, area studies programs have been bridge-builders among disciplines. Bridge-building in academia is a demanding and costly effort. It requires significant financial and administrative support to overcome the centrifugal forces of divergent disciplinary approaches and methods embodied in the departmental structure of universities. Area studies programs have faced difficult challenges in times of economic stringency, including limited sources of fellowship support, the allocation of top priority to departmental concerns and a constricted academic job market. Other perennial problems encountered by interdisciplinary area studies programs are lopsided disciplinary representation and uneasy relations with professional programs. One concern emerges from all of these issues—how to attract and sustain students who will become future foreign language and area studies scholars.

A number of changes in the postsecondary academic environment in the United States have had a substantial impact on recruitment into foreign language and area studies in the last decade. The number of graduate students in the United States (1.4 million) has held constant, and the number of graduate research doctorates in 1986 was the highest since the late seventies. However, growth occurred primarily in the natural sciences, engineering and professional schools. During that same period, the number of doctorates awarded in the traditional core fields of area studies (foreign languages and literature, history, political science) decreased by more than half. The traditional routes to graduate study in these core fields also narrowed. Between 1974 and 1984, the number of bachelor degrees awarded in the social sciences declined by 38%, those in foreign languages and history by 50% each.
During this same ten-year period, the percentages of bachelor degrees in fields not usually associated with area studies, such as business management, engineering, health sciences and communications, increased dramatically. Correspondingly, the increases in doctoral degrees were primarily registered in the life sciences, engineering and the physical sciences. These changes in the overall composition of graduate and undergraduate students in the United States reflect in many ways the ebb and flow of academic and nonacademic employment opportunities.

There is ample evidence that a significant number of students are still exposed to aspects of foreign language and area studies at various academic levels. During the last few years, in the wake of the reinstatement of foreign language requirements at the undergraduate level, foreign language study increased significantly, recently reaching a million enrollments for the first time in almost two decades. There has also been some increase in activities relevant to the development of interests in foreign languages and area studies at the secondary level. Almost one-third of high school students are now enrolled in foreign language courses, the highest level in over 50 years. The number of high school and college students participating in foreign travel and/or study abroad programs has increased enormously in the last decade alone. Undergraduate curricula with international studies components have also been expanding.

One cannot accurately predict how many of these “exposed” students will decide to specialize in foreign language and area studies and to pursue an academic career. They have to take limitations on academic employment opportunities and on financial aid into account when making their decision. They also must consider what their chances are for employment if they specialize in particular disciplines. For many students interested in foreign language and area studies, certain professional goals may inhibit their ability to pursue that interest.

This self-selection process is not adequately understood. We know too little about the ways in which educational and noneducational experiences influence students’ decisions. A recent report of the Social Science Research Council, Points of Leverage, suggests the need for intervention to shape both experiences and decisions:

We have now completed some forty years in the development of our national resource base in language and area studies. During those four decades of growth, years in which our national resource base in academic language and area studies was so small that growth in almost any direction was welcome, our national policy with respect to the composition and functions of academic language and area studies has essentially been laissez-faire. The current need is for assuring long-term support for this carefully built-up resource
base, tempered by some greater attention within the field itself to structure and functions, to making it possible for language and area studies to fulfill its original purpose, and to increasing its responsiveness to changing national needs.¹⁰

Improving on laissez-faire requires a better understanding of the pipeline—that is, the recruitment process—for foreign language and area studies. A number of questions need to be addressed: How do students decide to take their interest in foreign language and area studies beyond an initial exposure to an area and move in the direction of an advanced degree? Which students make pro-area studies decisions? What types of educational and noneducational experiences propel area studies students in a certain direction of study or research? What types of intervention can enrich the outcome of the cumulative recruitment process into area studies? Is there a critical moment when intervention may attract particular kinds of students? In this report, we address some of these questions. The answers may help us not only to maintain the resources that have been developed so far but also to add new talent to that stock of resources.

Our survey explores the relationships among graduate students' backgrounds, their educational experiences in secondary and postsecondary institutions and their range of exposure to the world area currently being studied. We have attempted to ascertain the shared and divergent influences on these students in order to establish the typical routes by which students come to graduate work in area studies.

Specifically we have looked at the following:

a) types of exposure to a foreign area. Such exposure might include growing up overseas, having studied or worked in various capacities abroad and being native or having strong family links to a given area. It may also include exposure through foreign language training and/or curricular opportunities in the United States;

b) the relationship of these different backgrounds and types of exposure to the substantive interests of the students. This involved examining the range of disciplines and research areas of students with different backgrounds and experiences; and

c) the influences and motivating factors identified by students who maintained their interest in the world area before they went to graduate school.

These three topics form the general goal of this study: to understand more thoroughly what factors operate in the existing recruitment and self-recruitment process shaping area studies and what kind of recruitment profile they produce. The study is based on a total of 1,032 graduate students currently enrolled in 70 area studies programs designated as National Resource
Centers under Title VI of the Higher Education Act at 29 universities across the United States. The centers represent the following nine areas: African, East Asian, Southeast Asian, South Asian, Inner Asian, Russian and Eastern European, Western European, Middle Eastern and Latin American Studies.

A total of 3,500 questionnaires were sent to these area studies centers. The number of surveys sent to each center was based on an estimate of graduate students provided by the center’s administration. Each area center distributed the surveys. Fifty-eight of the centers representing nine world areas returned completed surveys. The total response of 1,032 students was made up of 228 foreign students and 804 U.S. students. (See Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
<th>Foreign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>African Studies</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin American Studies</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asian Studies</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asian Studies</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner Asian Studies</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian and Eastern European Studies</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western European Studies</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Eastern Studies</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeast Asian Studies</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the survey, on-campus interviews were held with students and faculty members in 23 area studies programs at seven universities.

A prime purpose of our survey was to elicit data concerning the major educational stages (secondary, undergraduate, graduate) and experiences of the students, with particular emphasis on the type and extent of exposure to the world area they are currently studying. The questions were designed to provide descriptive information concerning the following:

a) biographical and family background, including age, gender, nationality, country of birth, nationality of parents, languages spoken at home, professional and educational backgrounds of parents;

b) elementary and secondary school experiences, including foreign language study, extracurricular activities, and attendance of schools in the world area they are studying;

c) undergraduate study, including major field of study, foreign language
study, non-language courses taken concerning the world area, study abroad experiences;

d) graduate study, including degree program, disciplinary concentrations, research interests, significance of fellowship support, and professional objectives;

e) types of nonacademic experiences in the world area; and

f) perceptions and evaluations of influences and incentives affecting their decision to concentrate their studies on the selected world area.

On the basis of the kinds of data we have accumulated on foreign language and area studies students, we have drawn a number of conclusions about ways of intervening to strengthen foreign language and area studies in the United States.

Notes


Chapter 2
Survey Results

We present the results of the survey in three sections. In the first section, we present a background profile of the population in the survey. The second section contains the students' retrospective evaluation of key influences on the origin and development of their interest in the world area they are currently studying. Faculty views on these influences, which were obtained in interviews, are also described. The third section traces the actual paths of the population in our survey from elementary to graduate school and research on the world area. In this section, we describe if, how and when the study of the world area entered into students' elementary, secondary and undergraduate education. We also examine the relationship between professional objectives, fellowship support, choices of disciplines, degree programs and research topics. In some instances, we analyze the differences between U.S. and foreign students in order to identify divergences in patterns of recruitment and the evolution of substantive interests in foreign language and area studies. We also examine differences among students in the nine world area concentrations in order to determine divergences in the evolution of disciplinary focus.

Finally, we disaggregated the responses of Ph.D. and M.A. students to selected questions in order to identify any differing patterns with particular reference to professional objectives.

Profile of Population

U.S. Students

The general profile of U.S. graduate students we surveyed shows a relatively even balance of males (52%) and females (48%), most of whom (55%) are between the ages of 26 and 35 and pursuing a doctorate. The vast majority of students (91%) were born in the United States and grew up with English as their native language. Most come from middle-class families and have parents with postsecondary degrees.

While the even balance between U.S. males and females appears consistently in most of the individual world areas, we found that there was a slightly
higher proportion of females in the humanities, particularly language and literature, and a slightly higher percentage of males in the social sciences. This corresponds to a larger pattern of doctorates received by males and females in the social sciences and the humanities respectively as reported by the National Research Council (NRC) in 1986. The NRC data show that more men received doctorates in the social sciences (56%) than women, but that more women (55%) did so in the fields of language and literature. As we will see in the next section, U.S. students generally indicated that the study of a foreign language was a significant initial influence on the development of their interest in a world area. More women than men ranked language study to be significant, along with art and music of the area. Thus, it appears that initial interests in foreign language and area studies among women may be more prevalent in the humanities.

There is significant variation by area in the ages of the U.S. students. Approximately 40% of the students in East Asian Studies and Russian and Eastern European Studies (REES) and almost one-third of those in Latin American Studies were age 25 or younger. This contrasts with much lower figures for those in the same age bracket in the fields of African Studies (22%), South Asian Studies (21%), Middle Eastern Studies (18%) and Southeast Asian Studies (10%). Over half of the U.S. students in the fields of African Studies and South Asian Studies and 46% in Southeast Asian Studies were 30 and over.

In conversations with students and faculty, we found some explanations for these age differences. Most U.S. students in East Asian, Latin American or Russian Studies had either spent time in their world area as undergraduates or begun their focus on the world area early in their undergraduate careers or even during secondary school. We also found that most went directly to graduate school following completion of their undergraduate studies. This contrasted with U.S. students in African or Southeast Asian Studies who often began their graduate studies after a period of time in their world area between undergraduate and graduate school. In comparison to Western Europe and now East Asia, there are fewer of both opportunities for undergraduate students with regard to Africa, South Asia or the Middle East. However, there are alternative ways of getting in-area experience, often after undergraduate studies, such as private travel, the Peace Corps, the military or employment opportunities in the private or nonprofit sectors—all of which contribute to a later start at graduate school.

The decision to pursue graduate study in any field represents a large investment of both time and money. The average age of students in postsecondary education has been increasing steadily during the last 15 years, with enrollment of students age 25 and over increasing by 114%. The mean age at receiving a doctorate was 33 in 1984/85. The mean time required to complete a doctorate has also increased to 10.4 years. While the cost of graduate education has been rising in the last decade, the sources of federal support for graduate study, particularly in the social sciences and humanities,
dropped significantly. Since extended study in graduate school tends to be a heavy burden on students, there may be a greater possibility of attrition among those students who begin their graduate work somewhat later in their career, a pattern verified by many of the center directors we interviewed. Some area studies students, such as those in REES or East Asian Studies, are evidently getting started earlier in their graduate work than those in Southeast Asian or African Studies. The infrastructure of undergraduate and graduate curricula and in-area study opportunities would seem to provide students in some areas with a head start. As we examine the academic paths taken by area studies students, we will see in more detail how the educational system creates such head starts for some students and leaves others having to catch up.

In examining three potential influences on the development of U.S. students' interest in a world area, i.e., family background and ethnic ties to the world area, childhood experiences in the world area or growing up in a bilingual home, we found little evidence that students were influenced by any of these. The vast majority of foreign language and area studies students and their parents are born and raised in the United States. Only 9% of all U.S. students surveyed were born outside the United States, the approximate average for students in most of the world areas. Only in the areas of REES, South Asian Studies and Middle Eastern Studies was there a slightly higher proportion of those born abroad. Between 13% and 14% of the U.S. students in each of these three areas indicated that they had been born abroad, and most of these were born in the area they are currently studying. Approximately 86% of the U.S. students' fathers and mothers were born in the United States. There is a larger proportion of parents born abroad, primarily in the Middle East, among U.S. students in Middle Eastern Studies, whereas U.S. students in African Studies have the lowest proportion of parents born abroad.

In line with the fact that most American students grew up with parents who were born in the United States, 95% indicated English was their native language. Ninety-two percent of the students reported that they spoke English at home. Fewer than 2% answered that their family language was Spanish. While other languages were spoken in some homes, this amounted to less than 1% for each language reported.

Overall, the U.S. students we surveyed do not show strong ethnic roots in the world area they are studying. Very few students suggested that family members who come from the world area influenced the development of their interest. As we will see in the following section, the profile of students in area studies has changed over the last two decades. More students now become interested in area studies without necessarily having prior direct in-area experiences; other factors ignite their interest in the area.

Area studies students have family backgrounds with high educational levels and a middle class socioeconomic status. Almost three-quarters of the
students surveyed have fathers who have earned a college degree and 57% reported that their mothers have a college degree. Over 50% of the students reported that their fathers worked in a professional field with the highest percentage in the field of education. While a quarter of the students reported that their mothers are housewives, the largest percentage of professionally-engaged mothers is again in the field of education.

There is very little information on the socioeconomic backgrounds of area studies students, but there is evidence that a large proportion of them rely on personal resources for their graduate study. Data from the National Research Council shows that almost 50% of graduate students in the social sciences and humanities—the core disciplines of area studies—rely on personal financial sources as their primary support. Similar data stem from a Rand Corporation study of area studies graduate students, which shows that over half those surveyed supported their graduate study through personal savings, non-training related employment and family contributions. The large financial burden students are forced to carry on their own due to the relatively small amount of fellowship support available may produce a selection process within area studies that eliminates many students without such family support.

Foreign Students

The profile of the foreign students in our survey shows a greater proportion of males (66.5%), a pattern in all area studies programs. This figure corresponds to the overall proportion of foreign males and females studying in the United States as reported in Open Doors 1988/89, published by the Institute of International Education (IIE). More male and female foreign students—over 66%—are pursuing doctorates than are their U.S. counterparts. However, we find a selection of disciplines similar to that of U.S. students. A larger proportion of females are in the humanities, particularly language and literature, whereas males predominate in the social sciences. Two-thirds of the foreign students are between 25 and 26 years of age.

The foreign students come from a total of 60 countries. Twenty-three percent come from Latin America, 18% from East Asia, 15% from Western Europe, 10% from the Middle East, 9.5% from Africa, 7% from South Asia, 3.5% from South East Asia and 3% from the Soviet Union or Eastern Europe.

Among foreign students, 67% overall are native to the area they are studying. Approximately 75% of the foreign students in African, Latin American, East Asian, South Asian, Western European and Southeast Asian Studies were born in the area they are studying. Fifty-eight percent of the foreign students in Middle Eastern Studies are from the Middle East. Only 21% of foreign REES students are originally from Russia and Eastern Europe, with an additional 21% coming from the areas of Asia and Western Europe, respectively.
Our sample of foreign students in South and East Asian Studies came predominantly from Taiwan, The People's Republic of China, Korea and India. According to *Open Doors*, these four places account for almost 50% of all South and East Asians studying in the United States.¹⁴

Within Latin American Studies, 50% of the foreign students came from Brazil, Mexico, Peru, Colombia and Costa Rica. The leading countries of origin of students in Middle Eastern Studies were Iran and Israel. In African Studies, over half the foreign students were from South Africa, Ghana, Ethiopia, Nigeria and Tanzania.

In terms of family background, over half of foreign students surveyed reported that their fathers have earned a college degree and 30% said that their mothers have a college degree. Approximately one-third of the students indicated their fathers are employed in a professional field with the highest percentage in the field of teaching. Fifty-six percent of the foreign students said that their mothers are housewives. The largest professionally-engaged group of mothers was in the field of teaching.

According to *Open Doors*, only 0.3% of all foreign students are enrolled in area studies programs at U.S. universities. Fewer than 12% are enrolled in the core disciplines of area studies, the social sciences and the humanities. Yet, these students are enrolled for reasons similar to that of their U.S. counterparts. Most have academic professions in mind. The advantage of fluency in the languages of the region they are studying can provide opportunities for research that may be less accessible to U.S. students. As we will see later in the report, the disciplines selected by foreign students in area studies programs are generally the same as those chosen by U.S. students. We will explore the implications of this later in the report.

**Initial Interest in the World Area**

A key survey question focused on factors the U.S. students identified as having been central to the origin and development of their interest in the area they are currently studying. Students were asked to identify one or more such factors. Our list of alternatives included the following:

- Political events or current affairs
- Religious customs
- History of the area
- Music of the area
- Art
- Sports/athletic events
- Archeology
- The language(s) of the area
- Social and cultural traditions
- Family members from the area
- Close friends from the area
Students were also given the opportunity to volunteer additional factors they perceived as important.

Among U.S. students, the most prevalent responses fell into the following categories:

- Current events in the world area: 35.1%
- The language of the area: 32.3%
- The history of the area: 31.0%
- Social and cultural traditions of the area: 25.3%
- Close friends from the area: 9.7%
- Religious customs: 9.6%
- Art: 8%
- Family members from area: 7.9%

Three of these variables—current events, the language of the area and the history of the area—occurred most frequently overall, but we found some significant variation in the combination of these variables, producing different emphases in different areas. Table 2 depicts this variation in detail.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AS</th>
<th>LAS</th>
<th>EA</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>REES</th>
<th>WE</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>SEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current Events</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social/Cultural traditions</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AS = Asian Studies, LAS = Latin American Studies, EA = East Asian Studies, SA = South Asian Studies, A = Asian Studies, REES = Russian and Eastern European Studies, WE = Western European Studies, ME = Middle Eastern Studies and SEA = Southeast Asian Studies

There are a number of contrasts worth noting in Table 2. In African Studies, we see a high emphasis on current events and a virtual absence of language study as an influence. In the case of South Asian, Inner Asian and Southeast Asian Studies, there is little emphasis on current events but much more on social and cultural traditions. Religion appears particularly important to students in South Asian, Middle Eastern and Southeast Asian Studies, but plays virtually no role in other areas. The combination of current events and language study are the leading influences in REES and Latin American...
Studies, whereas current events and history are more prevalent as influences in Middle Eastern and Western European Studies.

Students were asked to describe any other factors or to supplement the response categories with additional comments. These comments varied extensively but tended to underline the overall pattern of responses. Many students in South Asian Studies wrote that they had become intrigued by the philosophy and religion of the area. East Asian Studies students cited literature and history courses more frequently. On the other hand, Latin American Studies students mentioned experiences in the area and contacts with people from the area. Among REES students, the largest category of additional responses mentioned the importance of Russian history, language and literature studies as having generated their first interest in the world area.

It is clearly difficult to generalize from these responses. Interest in current events in a world area can be closely linked to an interest in its history, language and social/cultural traditions. However, in the evolution of a long-term commitment to teaching and/or researching a world area, different combinations of these factors have evidently been central to the recruitment of students in advanced foreign language and area studies programs.

The responses demonstrate different opportunities of initial exposure to world areas among U.S. students. Language study is clearly more important to those in fields such as Latin American Studies or REES, a fact that can be related to the much greater opportunity for Spanish or Russian language study at the secondary and postsecondary levels than in other fields such as South or Southeast Asian Studies. Current events play a key role in those areas that presently receive more attention in the U.S. media, such as the Soviet Union or Eastern Europe, Latin America and the Middle East. In contrast, religion and social or cultural traditions are emphasized by students in South and Southeast Asian Studies as important influences, suggesting that current events and language study are less available points of access.

The general circumstances in which these factors occur are also susceptible to change. For example, a decade ago, there was a significant decline in the number of students studying foreign languages in U.S. colleges. Today, after the reintroduction of foreign language requirements, there is a new emphasis on learning foreign languages throughout secondary and higher education, which may increase the pool of potential foreign language and area specialists. This has been particularly visible in the increase of Japanese and Chinese language study at both the secondary and postsecondary levels.

Interaction among students from world areas is also increasing and is an influence on student interests in area studies. As an example, ten years ago, The People’s Republic of China was largely inaccessible to U.S. students and faculty. Today, thousands of U.S. and Chinese students and faculty study in each others’ countries every year.
Attention to the Middle East has increased since the mid-seventies in the wake of the oil embargoes, the revolution in Iran and the continuing political and military conflicts in that region. According to many faculty we interviewed, Latin American Studies programs have also shown large enrollment increases since the late seventies as a result of events in Central America.

It is perhaps not surprising that current political events in the areas of South and Southeast Asia were mentioned far less frequently by students than the cultural, religious and social traditions of the areas as sources of initial attraction. Southeast Asia had, of course, a far higher profile in the late sixties and early seventies on U.S. campuses during the war in Vietnam. In comparison with the Middle East, Latin America, Western Europe or the Soviet Union, these two areas are far less frequent topics in the current U.S. media.

In any event, it is evident that current events play a substantial role in the development of student interests in most world areas. This is underlined in the responses of students to another question in the survey concerning possible influences on their decision to concentrate on a world area during their undergraduate studies. Possible influences included a particular professor, the language of the area, courses, an interest in the cultural traditions of the area, travel in the area, the significance of the area in current events or previous study there.

Corresponding closely to the responses about the origin of initial interests in the world area, about one-third of U.S. students indicate that interest in the current events of the area was the primary influence on their decision to study the area as undergraduates. An interest in the cultural traditions of the area was listed by 14.2% of the respondents. Eleven percent said that their decision to study the world area was influenced by actually having studied in the world area. About 6% attributed influence to courses taken, and fewer than 2% mentioned professors as having been influential during their undergraduate studies.

There was some divergence in the responses of the U.S. students according to world area, but these divergences were parallel to those concerning initial interests in the world area. We found that an interest in current events was mentioned by over 40% of the REES students, 34% of students in both Latin American and Middle Eastern Studies, and a quarter of the students in African and East Asian Studies. This was in contrast to 13% of the Southeast Asian Studies students and only 6% of those in South Asian Studies. Over 28% of the South Asian Studies students mentioned an interest in the cultural traditions of the area as being an important influence in contrast to fewer than 6% of those in African Studies.

According to faculty and students interviewed, a number of additional influences affecting student interests in area studies programs have emerged during the last ten years. In the case of Russian and Eastern European
Studies, many faculty suggested that, two decades ago, family background or the influence of emigres from the area who were teaching in college or graduate school were frequent factors in the development of a student’s interest in the field. Today, at least in Soviet Studies, the majority of graduate students we interviewed explained their interest as a result of an exciting Russian history course (often in high school), a desire to focus on international affairs and, very frequently, the study of the Russian language. An ethnic tie was far less important than for those students interested in Eastern Europe. Given the fact that the curricula of most secondary and undergraduate schools offers little opportunity for the study of Eastern Europe or its languages, the motivating factor for students working in this area is often a family link to the area.

According to faculty in Asian Studies, students involved in the field in the immediate post–World War II years were frequently the sons and daughters of missionaries, business people or diplomats who had spent substantial time in Asia. Others were influenced during their undergraduate or graduate studies by faculty who had spent time in Asia during World War II in the military or intelligence. Today, faculty cite the significance of the East Asian world economic role and the increasing opportunities for study and travel as broadening the possibilities for U.S. students to become interested in Asia. Professional opportunities in business appear to many faculty as primary incentives for many students studying Japan. We were told that, compared to a decade ago, there are now many more U.S. students entering graduate school who have spent time in East Asia, primarily Japan, and who have achieved advanced language proficiency. The majority of these students are pursuing their interest in Asia as undergraduates through language and course work, but for those in East Asian Studies, the opportunity to travel is seen as a vital catalyst for long-term commitment to the field. In addition, Asian students now make up the largest foreign national student group on U.S. campuses and may therewith affect the interests of U.S. students on campus as well.

For those in South and Southeast Asian Studies at the undergraduate level, the role of travel opportunities was mentioned far less frequently by faculty and students. In these areas, U.S. students have usually spent time traveling or in a professional capacity, such as the Peace Corps or the military, following undergraduate studies and prior to graduate school. Yet, according to faculty, the initial interests U.S. students have in these areas stem largely from an attraction to their cultural and religious traditions.

While U.S. students and faculty in African, Middle Eastern, South and Southeast Asian Studies complained about the limited opportunity for study in the area prior to graduate school, many of the students and faculty in the field of East Asian Studies reported that the recent expansion of summer study programs was responsible for the long-term interests of students in the world area. For instance, three of the major organizations sponsoring foreign study, The Council of International Educational Exchange (CIEE), Youth for
Understanding (YFU) and the American Field Service (AFS), reported significant increases among students desiring to spend time in Japan. Since 1979, YFU reports an increase of 56% in students in their largest summer program in Japan, whereas AFS shows a 63% increase in their summer program enrollments in Japan, the third largest of all its programs. CIEE also shows a large jump in the number of applicants to its Japan program.

We were told there have been different influences on student interest in Africa over the last four decades. There was an initial attraction caused by the independence movements in the fifties. The creation of the Peace Corps in the sixties stimulated another wave of student interest in Africa. In the late sixties and early seventies, African Studies became linked to the development of African-American Studies in the United States, drawing a larger number of black American students into the field. More recently, issues associated with economic aid and development have acted as stimulants for student interest in Africa. One faculty member suggested that the problem of AIDS may be adding another type of incentive to study Africa while others suggested it might be a disincentive.

Most of the students we interviewed in African Studies had spent some time in Africa, primarily through the Peace Corps or some other professional activity, graduate research or through private travel. Very few had spent time there studying as undergraduate students although some had participated in the Crossroads Africa program. Many attributed their initial interest in Africa to meeting Africans on their campuses, some courses on economic development or private travel in the area.

In Middle Eastern Studies, there is an increasing ethnic influence on interest in that field. We were told that the influx of large numbers of students from the Middle East during the seventies, particularly from Iran, has led to a correspondingly larger number of graduate students from the Middle East in area studies programs. Some faculty observed an increase in second-generation Armenian students now entering the field. Given that it is extremely difficult for Americans to acquire language proficiency in Arabic or Farsi, we were told that those first- or second-generation students who have such language capabilities are in a very advantageous position with regard to their research and, therefore, in a stronger competitive position in the academic job market.

The impact of foreign language study and the initial exposure to world areas in non-language related course work and/or travel/study programs are evaluated by both the students and their faculty as highly instrumental in the development of a long-term commitment to advanced study of the world area. This was underlined by the significant proportions of in-area study activities reported by the students in the survey.

Overall, 64.5% of U.S. students surveyed have in-area experience, much of it
occurring prior to graduate school. The range of experience includes work, study/research, travel, military or diplomatic service, missionary work, Peace Corps service and living in the area as a child. The highest percentages of experience fall within the category of study/research, work and travel, with some variance in certain area programs. (See Table 3).

Table 3. U.S. Students with In-Area Experience (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AS</th>
<th>LAS</th>
<th>EA</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>IA</th>
<th>REES</th>
<th>WES</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>SEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AS = Asian Studies, LAS = Latin American Studies, EA = East Asian Studies, SA = South Asian Studies, A = Asian Studies, REES = Russian and Eastern European Studies, WE = Western European Studies, ME = Middle Eastern Studies and SEA = Southeast Asian Studies.

Study and travel are particularly prevalent in the following area programs: Russia and Eastern Europe (study/research = 46%, travel = 72%), Latin America (study/research = 53%, travel = 67%), South Asia (study/research = 48%, travel = 52%) and the Middle East (study/research = 42%, travel = 53%).

Southeast Asian Studies has the lowest percentage of students with study/research experience (25%), while African Studies has the lowest percentage of students with travel experience (21%).

Program areas that have higher percentages of students with work experience are: South Asia (30%), Southeast Asia (30%), Africa (19%) and Latin America (24%).

REES students had the lowest percentage of work experience (10%), with Middle Eastern Studies students also having a low share (13%). Three areas showed proportionately high levels of development work, primarily Peace Corps service: Southeast Asian Studies (25%), African Studies (35%) and Latin American Studies (24%). Overall, the percentage of students who have lived in the area they are currently studying is less than 10%.

In summary, the responses of the students and the views of the faculty indicate that the students' interests in world areas have many different starting points, all of which ultimately affect the paths taken to graduate school. The questions addressed in the next section deal with the extent to which these initial interests are sparked within the educational system and how they are nourished and channeled in the direction of advanced study and research.
Elementary and Secondary School Experiences

Among U.S. students, fewer than 5% attended elementary or secondary school in the world area they are currently studying, and fewer than 12% took non-language courses in high school involving that world area. There were only two exceptions: Russian and East European Studies and Western European Studies. In both these cases, approximately one-third of the students indicated that they had taken courses pertinent to their current area focus.

In individual interviews with students in these fields, most of them said that either foreign language or history courses were their initial introduction to the world area. Almost all students in REES answered that the focus of such courses was on the Soviet Union, not Eastern Europe. Students interviewed in other fields said there was nothing in their curricula that dealt with their current world area.

In response to questions concerning the role of extracurricular activities in the development of their interest in the world area, fewer than 14% of the students indicated that they had been engaged in such activities at the high school level. Two exceptions were students in Latin American (27%) and Western European Studies (41%). Students in these two areas as well as REES concentrated the vast majority of such activities in language clubs. Asked about extracurricular activities in the other areas, students responded that they were involved in programs like a model United Nations and, particularly in the Asian areas, judo or karate activities.

With regard to secondary school foreign language study among U.S. students, French, Spanish, German, Latin and Russian account for over 96% of secondary school language learning, with French being the most prevalent, followed by Spanish, German, Latin and Russian. The nonwestern languages were rarely studied at the secondary level.

The figures in Table 4, which describes foreign language study at the secondary level, suggest that students in the United States who are currently working in nonwestern areas had little or no opportunity for exposure to the languages of their world areas at the secondary level. Other studies provide additional evidence of such trends. According to the latest report of the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages, French, German, Italian, Latin and Spanish account for 99% of all foreign language enrollments in grades 7 to 12.

While a large number of U.S. high school students are studying or traveling abroad each year (primarily in Europe or Latin America), the cohort of foreign language and area studies students we surveyed included very few who had participated in such programs. However, those who did have a significant
Table 4. U.S. Students Who Studied Foreign Language(s) in Secondary School, by Program Area and Language Studied (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Area</th>
<th>French</th>
<th>Latin</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
<th>German</th>
<th>Russian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>African Studies</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin American Studies</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Portuguese: 1.6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian Studies</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Chinese: 1.5; Japanese: 7.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asian Studies</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Tulugu, Japanese, Thai, Tagalog and Arabic: 1.7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner Asian Studies</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REES</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western European Studies</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Eastern Studies</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Hebrew/Arabic: 3.8; Italian: 1.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeast Asian Studies</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Japanese: 2.8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

REES = Russian and Eastern European Studies

amount of exposure to a world area in high school, be it in the form of language training, in-area study/travel experience or coursework, attributed a great deal of importance to these experiences in the evolution of their decision to pursue their interest in the world area in graduate school.

The most prevalent example of this pattern was among U.S. students currently in a REES or Inner Asian Studies program, who had taken Russian in high school and felt they had acquired a high degree of both interest and capability in dealing with the language and history of the Soviet Union. Many said that the prominent position of the Soviet Union in world politics amplified the interest they felt in high school, and, in several cases, contributed to a feeling that those studying Russian made up a special “club.” Over 80% of the U.S. students who took Russian in high school went on to take Russian in college.

U.S. students in Western European Studies also indicated that the combina-
tion of language and history had ignited their interest while they were in high school. Almost two-thirds of the students who took French, German or Spanish in high school continued with their language study in college. In the case of Latin American Studies, the figure for those continuing Spanish after high school was 56%. Some U.S. students in Latin American Studies indicated that they had been active in Spanish clubs and had traveled in the area, but there was little evidence that they had dealt with Latin America in any depth within the secondary school curriculum.

In the case of the other nonwestern area programs surveyed, it was clear that most students had little if any exposure to the areas they are currently studying. Based on both surveys and individual interviews, we found that high school experience—particularly as a catalyst in the development of interests in nonwestern world areas—has been very limited.

The Undergraduate Experience

In examining students’ undergraduate experiences, we wished to find out the degree to which they had been exposed to the area they are now studying and to what extent the undergraduate experience laid the groundwork for their graduate concentration.

Undergraduate Degree Major

Almost half the U.S. students we surveyed majored in one of four disciplines: History (16%), Language and Literature (14%), Political Science (12%) and Anthropology (6%). Three-quarters of the students majored in one of 10 fields. (See Table 5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5. Undergraduate Majors of U.S. Area Studies Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Arts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examining undergraduate majors across area studies programs, we found different disciplinary clusters. Almost half the REES students majored in either history or language and literature, followed closely in similar concentrations by those in Western European Studies. History was also the most
prevalent major among those in African Studies, Inner Asian Studies and Middle Eastern Studies, followed by political science and anthropology.

Among students in three Asian studies fields (Southeast, South and East), we found again that history, political science, anthropology and Asian studies were the leading undergraduate majors. Finally, in Latin American Studies, the most prevalent fields were political science, language and literature and anthropology.

The vast majority of foreign students surveyed received their undergraduate education in a foreign institution. Table 6 lists the disciplines most often cited as undergraduate majors by foreign students. The first five fields account for approximately half of the total, with the remaining fields accounting for an additional 25%.

Table 6. Undergraduate Majors of Foreign Area Studies Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Language and Literature</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Studies</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Arts</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among the foreign students, one notices a pattern similar to U.S. undergraduate majors. History, political science and language and literature were leading undergraduate majors in all fields. However, some divergences are evident. There is a much larger proportion of undergraduate economics majors among the foreign students, especially among those in Latin American Studies. Secondly, anthropology is virtually absent as a major among foreign students in all fields. Thirdly, two more applied fields, education and agriculture, are more prevalent as majors than among U.S. undergraduates.

The concentration of Bachelor degrees in the fields of history, language and literature and political science is representative of a general trend among U.S. area studies students going on to doctoral work. The Rand Corporation study cited earlier confirms that almost two-thirds of U.S. doctoral students in foreign language and area studies took their degree in the same discipline as their undergraduate major, most of which were in history or language and literature. In 1985, The Department of Education reviewed the disciplinary majors of undergraduates who took 15 or more semester hour credits of Title
VI center-sponsored courses between 1979 and 1983. The results showed that nearly half of all majors were in one of four fields: history, literature and language, political science or anthropology. A similar concentration of disciplines was revealed among the disciplines of M.A. and Ph.D. graduates from Title VI centers during the same time period. In some fields, such as South Asian Studies and REES, these four disciplines made up nearly two-thirds of the undergraduate majors.

Faculty members at universities we visited confirmed that these disciplines are the primary channels for students interested in pursuing an area studies interest and that they provide the main cluster in which the students enroll in language and non-language courses. They also indicated that the initial disciplinary track on which the student begins his or her study of a world area and the initial choice of foreign language concentration usually determines the content and direction of graduate area studies. Most of the core faculty, i.e., the faculty with whom students are more likely to have initial contact in area studies programs, are in the four primary disciplines. Hence, recruitment into area studies is a process that tends to clone students in the disciplines of the key faculty in each program, beginning at the undergraduate level and continuing on through graduate school. We will explore this further in the section on graduate studies.

This combination of influences creates a selection process that makes it difficult for students to combine an interest in area studies with an undergraduate concentration outside of the primary disciplines.

In interviews with U.S. students, we were told that those who had an undergraduate major in fields such as economics, engineering or communications are often confronted with curricular requirements during their undergraduate studies that made the pursuit of both the major and the world area interest a difficult task. These major field requirements also affected study abroad. According to the students, their professors tended to be less actively involved in area studies.

It was pointed out earlier that undergraduate students did not rank very highly the influence of professors on the initial development of their interest in a world area. However, we found in interviews with both students and faculty that faculty make up a significant part of the context in which students decide to pursue area studies. If there is little reward from professors in certain disciplines for involvement in area studies programs, students majoring in those disciplines will find it difficult to combine them with their interest in area studies. The involvement of faculty from a broad variety of disciplines is the goal of all area studies programs, but it is evident from the concentration of area studies disciplines that this goal is not being reached.

One alternative for students is an interdisciplinary concentration. We found this particularly prevalent among students in East, South and Southeast Asian Studies. According to faculty members in Asian studies, there has
been a marked increase in interdisciplinary Asian Studies both at the under-
graduate and M.A. levels during the last decade. One explanation for this
increase is the response of colleges and universities to increasing student
interest in Asia, particularly Japan and China, partly because students expect
that they will have more professional opportunities with such an academic
background, but also because of the generally increased focus on Asia in the
United States in light of world economic developments.

In Latin American Studies, according to both students and faculty, there has
been a similar trend during the last several years. Political developments in
Central America have increased the interest of undergraduates in Latin
American Studies. In addition, the increasing number of Hispanic under-
graduates has influenced the demand for academic programs focused on
Latin American affairs.

There is a good deal of controversy in academic circles about the interdisci-
plinary major in area studies. Some argue that such programs act as mag-
nets for students who are considering a focus on a world area but have not
yet decided on a discipline; area studies programs may allow the under-
graduates to combine an interest in several disciplines with their interest in
the world area, and thereby broaden the “pipeline” of potential area experts.
Others argue that the area studies degree at the undergraduate level is a
“cafeteria style” education and results in ineffective training in any discipline.
In spite of the latter viewpoint, the large number of graduate students we
surveyed in Asian Studies who had interdisciplinary degrees suggests that
students are being recruited into the field by such programs.

Another perspective on the development of disciplinary mixes in area studies
is that of encouraging students to strive for dual competence in an under-
graduate concentration. Examples, such as the Japanese Science and
Technology Program at MIT, permit students to combine the study of Japan,
including the Japanese language, with an engineering concentration. Similar
programs exist at the graduate school level in business schools, such as at
the University of Pennsylvania and the University of South Carolina.

However, such programs require substantial faculty cooperation as well as
the financial resources to build the necessary curricular bridges. The aca-
demic system does not always reward faculty for such cross-fertilization
efforts, given the predominance of disciplinary norms and measures of
success. It also does not allow the student in certain disciplines or profes-
sional fields much time to make such efforts. Yet, it is evident that many
students interested in combined studies are being recruited for the programs
that do exist, particularly at the undergraduate levels. We will return to this
point in the conclusion of the report.

Foreign Language Study

In order to assess the influence of foreign language study among U.S.
students in the development of their concentration on a world area, we
asked the graduate students in their respective world areas what languages they had studied as undergraduates. Overall, two-thirds of the U.S. students we surveyed took French (34.8%), Russian (26.5%), Spanish (25.6%) or German (24.9%). However, across areas, we find significant variation among these four languages as well as additional languages in each world area. (See Table 7).

Table 7. Languages Most Often Studied at the Undergraduate Level, by World Area of Concentration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>AS</th>
<th>LAS</th>
<th>EA</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>IA</th>
<th>REES</th>
<th>WE</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>SEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zvahili</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibetan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farsi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AS = Asian Studies, LAS = Latin American Studies, EA = East Asian Studies, SA = South Asian Studies, A = Asian Studies, REES = Russian and Eastern European Studies, WE = Western European Studies, ME = Middle Eastern Studies and SEA = Southeast Asian Studies.

There were additional languages listed by a smaller percentage of students in each of the world areas. Only 3% of students in African Studies studied Yoruba. Among students in South Asian Studies, 6% studied Sanskrit. Fewer than 1% of REES students studied other Eastern European languages, such as Bulgarian, Hungarian, Slowak and Lithuanian.

When these figures are compared with those from the secondary level, it becomes evident that U.S. students in nonwestern areas are first exposed to the languages of their world area as undergraduates. In the fields of East Asian and Middle Eastern Studies, there are significant proportions of enrollments in the languages of the area, but we find far smaller percentages of students taking regional languages in the fields of South Asian, Southeast Asian or African Studies. In contrast, students who have had an opportunity for training in the languages of their world areas prior to college, like those in REES, Western European or Latin American Studies, are enrolled in far greater proportions in those languages.
In those cases where students studied the languages of a nonwestern world region, they reported taking an average of two years. However, in the case of Western European languages and Russian, students reported studying for more than two years. This suggests that students with secondary-level training are in a better position to pursue more years of their college-level foreign language training before entering graduate school than those confronting the language of their world area for the first time at the undergraduate level.

In most areas, two-thirds or more of the students took two years of a foreign language. In the case of Western European Studies, the majority (60%) of students studied a language for three to four years. A significant portion of REES students (43%) also pursued language study beyond two years. Approximately one-third of the students in Latin American Studies, East Asian Studies and Middle Eastern Studies studied a language for more than two years in college.

Non-language Courses on the World Area

Forty-nine percent of U.S. students said they took up to five non-language courses on the world area as undergraduates; 18% said they took between six and nine such courses, and 10% indicated they took more than nine. At the same time, 22% took no non-language courses during undergraduate study. These figures are generally representative of the trends in Latin American, East Asian and South Asian Studies.

There are some significant differences in other fields, however, which demonstrate differences in access to world areas at the undergraduate level. Ninety percent of the students in REES had taken at least one non-language course, while approximately 48% took more than five; 83% of the students in Western European Studies indicated they took at least one non-language course, while 35% indicated they took more than five such courses. By contrast, 44% of the students in Southeast Asian Studies said that they took no courses on their world area as undergraduates, and only 13% indicated they took more than five. Similarly, 33% of the African Studies students said they took no courses about Africa as undergraduates, with only 16% saying they took more than five.

The field of Middle Eastern Studies presents a unique picture. While an above-average number of students (28%) indicated they took no non-language courses, we also found an above average number taking more than five courses (35%).

These different proportions of foreign language and non-language courses taken by students in different world areas are related to divergent opportunities for study at the undergraduate level and, in the case of foreign languages, to prior opportunities at the secondary level. As was pointed out in
the Rand study of FLAS recipients, there is a wide range of undergraduate institutions from which area studies students come to graduate school. Most of these institutions offer some coursework in the traditional fields of REES, Western European or East Asian studies. However, it is evident that, despite more limited curricular options in some areas, students are developing interests in fields such as African or Southeast Asian Studies and, as shown in the next section, some are finding ways to have in-area experience already as undergraduates. Hence, as the Rand study points out, limited curricular opportunity may not be a measure of student motivation to study a world area.

**Direct Exposure to World Areas during Undergraduate Career**

As undergraduates, U.S. students were exposed to world areas through language training, coursework and, in some cases, directly through study abroad experiences. Very few of the students in our survey (fewer than 5%) had been to the area they were studying prior to their undergraduate studies. However, one-third of the U.S. students indicated that they had spent at least some time during their undergraduate career in the world area they are currently studying. This varied somewhat among the areas.

As many as 46% of the students in Western European Studies had studied for a period in Western Europe, while only 24% of those in Southeast Asian Studies had done so. Approximately one-quarter of the African Studies students had studied in the area, while over 40% of Latin American Studies and REES students had been in Latin America or the Soviet Union.

The duration of sojourns in the world area varied considerably, with 50% or more of the students in all areas having spent from a semester to a year there. Table 8 describes the variation in the duration of study abroad programs across areas.

| Table 8. Undergraduate Study Abroad: Duration of Study by Area (%) |
|---------------------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|---------|---------|---------|
|                     | AS       | LAS       | EA        | SA        | IA        | REES    | WE      | ME      | SEA      |
| Semester:           | 28       | 20        | 21        | 29        | 20        | 31      | 15      | 23      | 71       |
| One year:           | 25       | 38        | 33        | 47        | 20        | 18      | 38      | 30      | 14       |
| Two years:          | 24       | 3         | 11        | 5         | 15        | 15      | 13      |         |          |
| Summer:             | 16       | 31        | 14        | 5         | 20        | 29      | 23      | 33      | 14       |

AS = Asian Studies, LAS = Latin American Studies, EA = East Asian Studies, SA = South Asian Studies, A = Asian Studies, REES = Russian and Eastern European Studies, WE = Western European Studies, ME = Middle Eastern Studies and SEA = Southeast Asian Studies.
The figures in Table 8 coincide with the IIE study *U.S. Students Abroad*, which found that two-thirds of U.S. students studying abroad spend either a semester or a summer abroad. There is a relatively large number of students in REES, Latin American Studies and Middle Eastern Studies who have had only a summer program in the area. These programs are primarily for language training. On the other hand, relatively high percentages of students spent a year abroad in Latin America, Western Europe and East Asia.

The overall picture of undergraduates in foreign study programs reveals a heavy bias toward Western Europe. As was cited earlier, *Open Doors* shows that over three-quarters of the U.S. students study in Western Europe, with only 9.2% in Latin America, 6.1% in Asia, 4.7% in the Middle East and 1.2% in Africa. Similar figures emerge from a study conducted by CIEE.

These imbalances reflect the contrasts in both purpose and structure among study abroad programs. The heavy concentration of students in Western Europe can be explained by what is seen as a comparable infrastructure in which U.S. students can pursue their studies abroad. It can also be explained in part by the fact that students may seek out an opportunity to study a foreign language to which they have already been exposed.

Students seeking opportunities for study elsewhere, such as in Africa, the Middle East or South Asia, are often confronted by more difficult problems involving credits, supervision and curricular differences. The lack of language capability often results in study abroad programs consisting almost entirely of intensive language study. The obstacles for students in the core disciplines of area studies are imposing enough but are that much greater for students in other disciplines. Such considerations are grounds for revising structures of study abroad for different purposes and for different disciplinary interests.

**The Graduate School Experience**

The path of our population now having reached graduate school, we shall examine the type of degree program in which our respondents are currently enrolled, their professional objectives and their disciplinary concentrations. We shall then examine how they arrived at their destination: when they decided to go to graduate school, the significance of fellowship support and the impact of experiences in their area on their research.

As we examine these aspects, it is instructive to keep several related issues in mind. The choice of degree (M.A. or Ph.D.) is directly related to the choice of a professional goal. Most students, as we will see, are pursuing a doctorate with an academic career in mind, more often in some fields than in others. At the same time, the need for foreign language and area expertise in nonacademic professions is significant and growing, as reflected in the increase in M.A. programs combining such skills with professional degrees.
Nevertheless, there is still concern that foreign language and area study has become, as Robert McCaughey has said of international studies in general, “not only . . . an estimable academic enterprise . . . (but) . . . primarily and almost exclusively that.”¹⁷ In line with what we have already learned about the disciplinary paths area studies students take as undergraduates, the following examination of the continuation of that path in graduate school underscores the need to find new ways of mixing foreign language and area skills with both academic and nonacademic professional pursuits.

**Degree Program**

The majority of U.S. students (54.2%) responded that they are pursuing a Ph.D., while 43% are enrolled in a M.A. program. Fewer than 2% responded that they were in a professional degree program.

Three world areas have proportionately higher percentages of U.S. students enrolled in M.A. programs: Latin America (56%), East Asia (52%) and Western Europe (57%). African Studies has the lowest percentage (20%) of students enrolled in M.A. programs. In South Asian Studies, 27% of the students are in Master’s programs. In Middle Eastern Studies, approximately one-third of the students are master’s degree students. REES and Southeast Asian Studies are almost evenly divided with 43% each.

Among U.S. master’s degree students, an average of 38.1% indicate that they intend to continue toward a Ph.D., while 39% say they have not yet decided. Only 22.5% stated they would not continue toward a Ph.D. These responses varied somewhat across areas. Over 60% of the students in African Studies and in Southeast Asian Studies indicated that they would go on to a doctorate, and 55% of those in Inner Asian Studies also had made that decision. On the other hand, in Western European Studies, only 18% of the students had decided to go on to a doctorate, and in the Latin American Studies area, one-quarter of the students had decided to continue. Foreign students were predominantly enrolled in a Ph.D. track (66%), with only 31% in a master’s degree program. Of those in master’s programs, approximately half said they intended to go on to a doctorate while another third indicated that they had not yet decided.

Table 9 depicts the distribution of foreign and U.S. students enrolled in M.A. or Ph.D. programs by world area.

According to Open Doors, only 14.7% of all foreign students enrolled in U.S. graduate schools are in doctoral programs and 21.5% are in M.A. programs.

**Professional Objectives**

The fact that the majority of students are pursuing a doctorate is directly related to their evaluation of professional objectives. The majority of U.S.
Table 9. Degree Program of U.S. and Foreign Students by World Area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U.S. Students</th>
<th>M.A.</th>
<th>Ph.D.</th>
<th>Professional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>African Studies</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin American Studies</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asian Studies</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asian Studies</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner Asian Studies</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REES</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western European Studies</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Eastern Studies</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeast Asian Studies</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Foreign Students               |      |       |              |
| African Studies                | 18   | 78    | 3            |
| Latin American Studies         | 41   | 54    | 4            |
| East Asian Studies             | 17   | 80    | 3            |
| South Asian Studies            | 24   | 76    |              |
| Inner Asian                    | 25   | 75    |              |
| REES                           | 47   | 53    |              |
| Western European Studies       | 50   | 50    |              |
| Middle Eastern Studies         | 32   | 68    |              |
| Southeast Asian Studies        | 14   | 86    |              |

(59.9%) and foreign students (66%) ranked an academic career as their first choice, thus making a doctorate a necessary prerequisite. Government was the second highest option for U.S. students (24%). Among foreign students, the public sector was also the second highest option (16%).

Among the world areas, we found significant divergences, particularly with regard to the distribution of doctoral and M.A. students. These differences suggest that students in some areas see professional opportunities based on area expertise outside of academia; others evidently see few such opportunities.

For example, there is a high percentage of those U.S. students who rank an academic career as their primary goal in Southeast Asian Studies (75%), Inner Asian Studies (75%), REES (69%), South Asian Studies (68%) and African Studies (61%). By contrast, only 39% of the students in Latin American Studies ranked an academic career as their first professional choice. Approximately one-third ranked a career in business or the nonprofit sector as their primary objective. Similarly, one-third of the U.S. students in Western European Studies indicated that they are interested in a career with the government.

Approximately one-fifth of the foreign students in Latin American, South Asian and Middle Eastern Studies indicated that they are aspiring to a
government career, with the vast majority (over 75%) aiming for an academic profession.

When we disaggregated the population according to U.S. master's and Ph.D. students, we found significant variations that underscore different perceptions of professional opportunities among the world areas. Overall, about one-third of the M.A. students plan to go on to a doctorate. Of the U.S. master's students in African, Latin American and South Asian Studies, one-third intend to pursue a career in the private sector with roughly only one-quarter interested in an academic career. About one-third of the East Asian M.A. students indicated that they would be interested in going on to an academic career and one-third were interested in the private sector. Over 60% of the M.A. students in Western European Studies indicated that they would be going into government work.

On the other hand, in the fields of Inner Asian, REES and Southeast Asian Studies, over half the M.A. students have an academic career in mind and plan on continuing toward a doctorate. This suggests, as was underscored in our interviews, that these students do not see as many alternative professional careers outside of academia and will probably continue toward the doctorate.

Not surprisingly, approximately 80% of the Ph.D. students indicated that they would pursue an academic career. With two exceptions—Middle Eastern and South Asian Studies—most foreign M.A. students intend to pursue an academic career. Fifty percent of the foreign students in Middle Eastern Studies are leaning toward a government career, and 40% of the students are intending to pursue a career in either business or government.

To pursue further the spectrum of professional objectives, students were asked, in light of the job market, what kind of job they expected (rather than hoped for), in which their world area expertise might be utilized. Among U.S. students, the largest proportion still indicated that they are interested foremost in an academic career. However, as a second option, a public sector career was indicated as frequently as a private sector career by about 20% of the students. More than 40% of students in East Asian Studies indicated that they expected to be in business, given the job market. Approximately one-third of REES students indicated that they expected to be in government work. One-fifth of the students in Middle Eastern Studies thought they would work in the private or nonprofit sector.

These figures vary even more when U.S. master's students are compared with Ph.D. students. Over 62% of the East Asian M.A. students indicated that they thought they would work in the private sector. In South Asian Studies the figure was 45%; in African Studies, 42%. Approximately 45% of the students in REES, Western European and Southeast Asian Studies thought they would work in a government job. With the exception of REES and South East Asian Studies, fewer than a quarter of the U.S. master's students felt
that they would wind up in academia. Among U.S. doctoral students, the majority (60%) still felt that they would go onto an academic career.

Among foreign students, the academic career choice still dominated, with business and government a distant second and third.

These figures underline the pervasive presence of academic professional goals throughout the population. The development of more terminal M.A. programs in some fields than in others is, in part, a result of the changing supply-demand relationship outside of academia. There is a relatively greater interest in the business community in foreign language and area studies skills today, particularly with regard to East Asia. This creates an incentive for students to seek dual competency in a disciplinary or professional area and in a world area at the M.A. level. Such incentives are far less prevalent in fields such as Southeast Asian Studies, where students predominantly see their futures as academics.

The Choice of Disciplinary Concentration

Almost two-thirds of the U.S. doctoral students reported being in one of four disciplines: history (21.3%), language and literature (15.1%), political science (15.1%) and anthropology (13.1%). Economics (6%) and sociology (4.5%) make up an additional 10%. As a result, 75% of the respondents are concentrated in six disciplines.

Among foreign students, we found that 75% of the respondents are in eight disciplines: history (15.2%), economics (13.3%), language and literature (10.8%), anthro/archaeology (8.9%), political science (8.9%), education (6.3%), sociology (4.4%) and fine arts (4.4%).

Table 10 lists the leading disciplines by world area for U.S. and foreign students.

The description of the disciplinary spread of the U.S. respondents in our survey is similar to other studies done on the breakdown of disciplines in area studies programs. In *Beyond Growth* it was noted that among area studies groups, the core disciplines are anthropology/sociology, history, language and linguistics, literature and political science. A review of the disciplines among Ph.D. students at Title VI Centers between 1979 and 1982 revealed that the four fields of anthropology, history, language and literature and political science accounted for more than half the doctoral concentrations, with history and language/literature alone making up a third. An additional 15% on average were in the fields of sociology, art history, economics and education.

The hospitality of certain disciplines to a country or an area-specific focus is reflected in these statistics. The four primary disciplines cited above
Table 10. Disciplinary Concentration of U.S. and Foreign Doctoral Students by World Area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U.S. Students (%)</th>
<th>AS</th>
<th>LAS</th>
<th>EA</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>IA</th>
<th>REES</th>
<th>WE</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>SEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language/Literature</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Eastern Studies</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Students (%)</th>
<th>AS</th>
<th>LAS</th>
<th>EA</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>IA</th>
<th>REES</th>
<th>WE</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>SEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language/Literature</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Eastern Studies</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian Studies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AS = Asian Studies, LAS = Latin American Studies, EA = East Asian Studies, SA = South Asian Studies, A = Asian Studies, REES = Russian and Eastern European Studies, WE = Western European Studies, ME = Middle Eastern Studies and SEA = Southeast Asian Studies.

incorporate an emphasis on actual places and on the background of these places. As was underlined in the Rand study, students in the four primary disciplines spend proportionately more time on studying the area and its languages than in other disciplines. In other disciplines such as economics or psychology, or in professional fields such as law or engineering, there is less emphasis on world areas per se and much more on general theory, problems or skills. As noted earlier, similar trends occur at the undergraduate level and are directly related to this clustering of disciplines at the graduate level. By the time the student has arrived at graduate school, he or she is usually fully aware of the primary disciplinary options in area studies programs. Given the
tendency among most graduate students in area studies to pursue an academic career, there is a corresponding tendency to model themselves after their academic mentors in their selected discipline. In this sense, the cloning process mentioned earlier continues straight through graduate school.

In response to a question concerning the degree to which the discipline encourages a concentration in a world area, two-thirds of the students indicated that their selected discipline encourages such a concentration very strongly. However, it is important to note that most students have chosen their world area interests prior to a particular disciplinary concentration. Over 78% of both U.S. students and foreign students indicated that the selection of their respective world area concentrations emerged before selecting a discipline. In light of the fact that over half of the students we surveyed had their undergraduate degree in one of four primary disciplines and two-thirds of them were enrolled in one of these four fields as graduate students, it seems evident that disciplinary selection is influenced by the expectation that one can pursue interests in a world area more readily in these disciplines.

The particularly strong emphasis on economics in Latin American Studies among both U.S. and foreign students is an indication that at least some students are pursuing a combination of area studies with a less prevalent discipline in area studies. Faculty in Latin American Studies indicated that nonacademic professional opportunities for those with an economics concentration and expertise in Latin America have increased during the last 10 years. However, another explanation for this trend among U.S. students was that language proficiency in Spanish can be more easily acquired by graduate students than would be the case for language competency in nonwestern fields. This leads to a greater opportunity for the student to pursue course work in both Latin American Studies and economics.

When the Decision was Made to Enter Graduate School

Students were asked at what point they decided to study a world area in graduate school. The majority of the U.S. students indicated that they made the decision prior to graduate school. There are higher proportions of students making that decision during the first graduate year in Southeast Asian and Inner Asian Studies. This difference reflects our interviews with students in these latter areas, who indicated that they first "discovered" the field only in graduate school. Other students indicated that they made the decision in their first year when they discovered certain courses that encouraged their interest in a certain area. (See Table 11).

At least 50% of foreign students made the decision to concentrate before entering graduate school regardless of their interest, and approximately one-third of them reported that they had made the decision to specialize in the first year. Once again, only in the case of Southeast Asian Studies and Inner Asian Studies did more than half of the foreign students indicate that
Table 11. Time of Decision to Specialize Among U.S. Students by Area (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prior to:</th>
<th>AS</th>
<th>LAS</th>
<th>EA</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>IA</th>
<th>REES</th>
<th>WE</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>SEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graduate School</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Year</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Year</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AS = Asian Studies, LAS = Latin American Studies, EA = East Asian Studies, SA = South Asian Studies, A = Asian Studies, REES = Russian and Eastern European Studies, WE = Western European Studies, ME = Middle Eastern Studies, and SEA = Southeast Asian Studies.

they had made their decision in the first year of graduate study. One explanation offered for relatively late involvement in area studies programs among foreign graduate students was that area studies as a course of study, particularly in nonwestern areas, is not generally available in foreign universities. As a result, many foreign students are first aware of the possibility of an area studies concentration once at a U.S. university. As was indicated earlier, only 0.3% of all foreign students are enrolled in area studies.

Table 12. Response to “Did Fellowship support influence your choice of world area?” by U.S. Students (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AS</th>
<th>LAS</th>
<th>EA</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>IA</th>
<th>REES</th>
<th>WE</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>SEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AS = Asian Studies, LAS = Latin American Studies, EA = East Asian Studies, SA = South Asian Studies, A = Asian Studies, REES = Russian and Eastern European Studies, WE = Western European Studies, ME = Middle Eastern Studies, and SEA = Southeast Asian Studies.

Significance of Fellowship Support in Choice of World Area, Discipline and Decision to Attend Graduate School

With regard to the possible influence of fellowship support on the choice of world area concentration, on average one-quarter of U.S. students indicated that their choice was influenced by fellowships. Significantly higher proportions were found to answer the question positively in Southeast Asian Studies.

Among foreign students, again, 25% overall said that their choice of world area was influenced by fellowship support. However, the figure was much higher among doctoral students in East Asian Studies (41%), African Studies (42%) and Southeast Asian Studies (66%).

A further question concerning the influence of fellowship support on the choice of disciplines revealed that, among all U.S. students, only 15% indicated that fellowships influenced their selection of a disciplinary concentration, a pattern which did not vary across fields or between degree programs.
While 26% of the foreign students in both M.A. and Ph.D. programs indicated that fellowship support influenced their decision in choosing a disciplinary concentration, the figure among doctoral students in East Asian Studies and African Studies was over 42% and in Southeast Asian Studies as high as 66%.

As for the influence of fellowship support on the decision to attend graduate school, 39% of the U.S. students indicated that fellowship support was an influence. Fewer M.A. students (32%) rated fellowship support important, with one exception, African Studies, in which over 60% of the students indicated that a fellowship was influential. While 44% of all Ph.D. students indicated that a fellowship was important, over 58% of U.S. doctoral students in African Studies and Southeast Asian Studies rated this as an important influence.

Among foreign students, an average of 36% said that fellowship support was an influence on their graduate school decision. However, over 55% of the doctoral students in African Studies felt that it was influential.

Our data regarding U.S. students corresponds roughly to those of the Rand Survey of Foreign Language and Area Studies Fellowship Recipients. About one-third of the FLAS doctoral students and one-quarter of the nondoctoral students indicated that fellowship support influenced their choice of world area. It appears that the majority of students are making their initial decision to pursue graduate study of a world area in a certain discipline independent of fellowship support. In interviews with students, a prevalent response might be summarized as follows: "Money did not bring me into the field, but it enabled me to stay in."

The implications of these responses from U.S. students are evident. Most of them first make up their minds to study a world area in a certain discipline and then search for the funding to support themselves. There do appear to be three areas where the availability of fellowship support plays a more important role in choices: African Studies, South Asian Studies and Southeast Asian Studies. Faculty members in these three areas had some explanations for this pattern. The vast majority of students are pursuing a doctorate and are thereby confronted with higher expenses for field research and language training; but in these areas there are fewer fellowship resources to draw on in comparison with other world area programs, be they U.S. resources or those located in the world area itself. Students without research experience in the world area are at a decided disadvantage in competition for the academic positions they eventually seek. Thus, students in these three areas, many of whom enter graduate school at an older age for reasons cited earlier, see fellowship support as a "make or break" situation given their strong interest in academic careers.

While most students also are not decisively influenced by fellowship support.
in their choice of discipline, we have seen that they tend to choose one of only
two or five disciplines. Thus, whatever area studies fellowship money is
available tends to benefit students in these disciplines. Given the serious
curricular obstacles mentioned earlier for those students outside of these
disciplines who may be interested in a world area, an area-based framework of
fellowship support may well be an obstacle to recruiting a broader set of
disciplines into the field.

Influences on Choice of Graduate School

Seeing that most students make up their minds about the world area they wish
to study before they attend graduate school, we wanted to learn more about
their decision to study this world area in their present graduate school. We
were interested in the extent to which the students were previously aware of
the area center’s reputation and of faculty with whom they might be working as
a measure of their prior involvement in the field.

More than half of all U.S. students (54%) indicated that the reputation, i.e., the
makeup of the faculty and resources available in a particular area center, was
influential in their decision to study the world area in graduate school. Approxi­
mately two-thirds of U.S. master's students (64%) indicated that the area
center’s reputation was important. This was particularly true among M.A.
students in African Studies. On the other hand, only 47% of the U.S. doctoral
students shared that opinion; presumably they were more influenced by the
reputation of their disciplinary department.

Foreign students in general were less influenced by the area center’s reputa­
tion. Fewer than 37% of both M.A. and Ph.D. students responded that the area
center’s reputation had influenced them. However, over half of the Ph.D.
students in African, Middle Eastern and Southeast Asian Studies believe that
the reputation was an important influence on their decision to pursue studies at
a particular graduate school.

Individual interviews conducted with students on several campuses under­
scored the fact that the students clearly were guided in their selection of
graduate schools by the presence of the area centers as well as by their
knowledge of faculty expertise in departments represented in the area centers.

Overall, 47% of U.S. students indicated that the reputations of graduate
departments and faculty members influenced their decision to attend a specific
graduate school with the intention of focusing on a world area. This was less
so among M.A. students (43%), but, with the exception of Western European
and Inner Asian Studies, over half of the Ph.D. students in the individual areas
said that the reputation of the graduate department and its faculty were
important influences.

As for foreign students, 42% overall believed that the reputation of the gradu­
ate department was important. The majority of M.A. students in East Asian,
South Asian Studies and REES believed that the reputation of the graduate department was significant, as did the majority of doctoral students in REES and East Asian Studies.

**Foreign Student Incentives for Graduate Study in the United States**

We asked the foreign students more specifically what reasons they could identify as important in their decision to study a world area at a U.S. university. Almost two-thirds indicated that the availability of research materials at the university influenced their decision. Forty-three percent indicated that they wished to acquire an advanced degree from a U.S. university, and 40% said fellowship opportunities brought them to the university.

Given the large interest in research materials in all groups, these responses indicate that foreign students come to area studies in the United States with specific objectives in mind. It appears also from our interviews that foreign students are attracted by the opportunity for interdisciplinary work and research, which is not widely available in their home institutions.

**Choice of Research Topic**

A final set of influences investigated were those having to do with the choice of research topics. Doctoral students were asked to provide the title of their dissertation. In examining the dissertation titles by world area, we found that they reflected the typical clusters of disciplines in each world area described earlier. Thus, 85% of the dissertations in REES and Inner Asian Studies dealt with subjects having to do with history (primarily of the Soviet Union), language and literature and political issues. In the South Asian and Southeast Asian fields, subjects dealing with economic and social development or religion were most prevalent. In Latin American Studies, a broad range of dissertations dealing with political and economic development, social change, anthropological questions and history were cited. Among the dissertation titles reported in African Studies, there was a clear predominance of social and economic development subjects. In contrast, dissertations in Middle Eastern Studies most often dealt with historical matters. Among the East Asian dissertations cited, there was a wide range of topics in the fields of politics, history and anthropology.

This review of the dissertations reported in our survey suggests that field research plays a major role in the development of dissertations in African, Latin American and South Asian Studies.

We also asked the students to indicate which influences were very, somewhat or not important to the development of their research focus.

Table 13 provides the overall averages for the U.S. and foreign students.
Table 13. U.S. and Foreign Students’ Ratings of Influences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Not Important (%)</th>
<th>Very Important (%)</th>
<th>Somewhat Important (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>Foreign</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courses</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior Experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in Area</td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field work</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whereas among the foreign students particular professors and courses are clearly more important in making a decision on research topics than among U.S. students, it is evident that prior experience in the world area and field work opportunities are of great importance to both groups.

However, when one looks at specific world areas, one sees the significance of access to an area in the evaluation of the influences. Seventy-four percent of U.S. students in Latin American Studies indicated that experience prior to graduate study was very important in the development of their research topic, as did 61% of those in African Studies and exactly 50% of the students in East Asian and South Asian Studies. Prior experience in Africa primarily took the form of a professional capacity, such as the Peace Corps, whereas the range of opportunities in Latin America is much greater.

By contrast, prior experience was rated very important by only 40% of those in Southeast Asian Studies, 43% in REES and 41% in Middle Eastern Studies. These figures may reflect the more limited opportunities for prior experiences in these areas.

When we turn to the influence of graduate field work opportunities, we see an additional dimension of the picture. Field work opportunity was rated very important by only 27% of the U.S. REES students and 44% of the students in Middle Eastern Studies. Yet, 70% of the Southeast Asian Studies students rated field work to be very important in the development of their research interests. Field work was also rated as very important by the majority of students in African Studies (53%), East Asian Studies (57%), South Asian Studies (51%) and Latin American Studies (60%). It is evident that field work is highly important to those students with access to it. The lack of such access is correspondingly evident in the responses of those working in areas where field work has been more restricted, such as in the Soviet Union.

Students in Latin American Studies and REES most frequently (50% and 47%, respectively) rate the influence of a professor on their research inter-
ests to be very important. However, in only three areas, Latin American Studies, Middle Eastern Studies and South Asian Studies, did the majority of students indicate that language proficiency is very important in the development of their research interests. The population we surveyed in these three areas was predominantly in the discipline of anthropology, a field in which spoken language proficiency is usually a prerequisite for field work and research.

Notes


15 Based on enrollment data supplied by CIEE, YFU and AFS, CIEE has produced two illuminating studies on student motivation for study abroad: A Profile of U.S. Students Abroad—1983 and A Profile of U.S. Students Abroad—1984/85. Both studies were authored by Dr. Jolene Koester.


Chapter 3
Conclusions

How are students recruited into advanced study and research in foreign language and area studies? The examination of this question revealed a number of patterns with both academic and nonacademic components. The students we surveyed described various types of initial exposure to a world area, such as language study, history courses or current events in the area. The catalysts of the origin and development of their interests are often found in a nonacademic context, such as travel or work in the world area. In some world areas the exposure and interest may come as early as high school; in other areas, it may come as late as the first year of graduate school.

In most cases, students contemplate a concentration on a world area by the time they are undergraduates. Student interest in the area, if not yet in a particular discipline, is firmly anchored at that time. The undergraduate period is the pivotal period for the majority of the students surveyed. In pursuing this interest, students gravitate to certain disciplinary concentrations based on the influence of academic mentors and the opportunity to pursue multiple interests in the world area. This tendency is already visible at the undergraduate level.

Understanding the fact that the majority of U.S. students develop an interest in a world area as undergraduates is important for several reasons. First, this establishes the importance of access to language and/or language-related coursework at the undergraduate level. Our research shows that undergraduate language- and non-language-related coursework can have a long-term influence on decisions. Second, during college many students decide to work or study abroad. In some cases, the desire for language competency motivates them, on their own, to pursue overseas opportunities. In other cases, interest in current events is the primary incentive to seek language training, coursework or in-country experience. The graduate students interviewed clearly established that college experiences play a key role in future decisions.

Our research indicates, correspondingly, that most decisions to pursue area studies are made prior to graduate school, independently of disciplinary or major requirements. The path into area studies in graduate school is not
direct, and, depending upon a number of factors, this commitment can be developed early in one's academic career or very late. Early exposure obviates the need to compensate later on for lack of foundation in area studies, especially in the languages of the area. M.A. students, especially, attend graduate school for a relatively short period of time, and enter into programs tightly structured in terms of coursework. Often, little time is left to pursue courses outside of the structured curriculum. Therefore, pursuing additional training in languages or important non-language-related courses can be a problem, while previously having such language proficiency and appropriate courses permits them to achieve a more comprehensive grasp of their area.

It appears that graduate students are aware of both the disciplines and the professors that welcome area studies and, in fact, have already been attracted to such disciplines at the undergraduate level. The majority of our students stated that their discipline "very much" encourages an area studies concentration. This appears to be true as much for foreign students as it is for U.S. students. The result is a heavy concentration of area studies faculty and students in a few disciplines at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. As indicated earlier, the recruitment process into area studies is one that tends to clone students in these "core" disciplines.

Foreign students have come to the United States for graduate education with a similar range of disciplinary preparation. Those coming from the world area on which their graduate studies are focused may have a significant advantage in the form of fluency in a language of the area and familiarity with the field. The demands and requirements of graduate training will nevertheless be as influential on the development of their curriculum and ultimate research concentration as they are for the U.S. students, particularly because the foreign students are as interested in the academic job market as their U.S. counterparts.

The fact that there are more foreign graduate students working in the field of economics in an area studies program may be instructive. It may reflect the fact that these students have been able to combine the requirements of area studies skills with those of the discipline they have chosen, primarily because they already have language and area skills before they arrive. They have, in effect, a head start. U.S. students, as their professors before them, have to "catch up" and, in doing so, have perhaps less flexibility to choose and mix their disciplines. This is particularly pertinent in the nonwestern world areas, where access to the areas is more limited than in Western Europe or Latin America.

What we have learned about the recruitment of students into area studies tells us something not only about the students who have chosen area studies, but also about the students who have not. In identifying the various influences and catalysts that lead students to concentrate in area studies, we know that there are more students exposed to these influences than those
who actually wind up in area studies programs. We also know that the curricular requirements can screen out students who do not pursue area studies in traditional disciplines.

If we wish to broaden the base of both foreign and U.S. advanced area studies students in terms of both disciplinary representation and research interests, particularly when it comes to nonwestern area studies programs, there needs to be more opportunity, particularly for U.S. students, to become acquainted with world areas at an early stage so that the students can get "hooked" early and pursue potential interests over a longer period of time. Access to foreign language instruction beyond the dominant languages at the secondary level is vital. Opportunities for foreign study at the undergraduate level are expanding a good deal, but the range of areas and disciplines involved in such programs less so. There is no doubt that students interested in area studies will seek out opportunities where they exist. However, that search may lead to certain curricular barriers for students in fields of study that heretofore have been less closely connected with area studies at the undergraduate or graduate level. We need to create more bridges of opportunity for students in a broader range of fields, such as engineering, communications or economics in order to make it possible for them to pursue their discipline and combine it with an area studies concentration, particularly at the undergraduate level.

Faculty involvement in such cross-fertilization efforts is essential. Without it, students are forced to create their own connections between their disciplines and area studies, often at a preclusive cost of both time and money to themselves.

As we have seen, foreign language and area studies is a bridge-building enterprise, reaching across disciplines and faculty. In most area studies programs, the disciplines involved are limited to a few in the social sciences and humanities. Disciplinary boundaries grow more rigid at the graduate level. The incentives and rewards for working in area studies programs, particularly for faculty, are not readily supported by the traditional academic structures.

Such problems can be overcome with long-term support for undergraduate area studies programs, particularly in the nonwestern areas. The importance of the Title VI undergraduate programs is evident and should act as a guide for potential supporters from the private and nonprofit sectors. Other examples of successful efforts include the Thomas Watson Fellowships, which provide for a year of independent study following college. A recent review of this program shows that students choosing to go abroad sought out the opportunity due to the influences of undergraduate study programs, foreign language study, mentors during college and their interest in current events. The Watson Program exemplified the benefits of being able to pursue an interest in a world area within a framework which permits exploration from any disciplinary background.¹⁸
Another successful initiative is the Japanese Science and Technology Program at MIT, which encourages Japanese Studies coupled with engineering and related disciplines. Similar efforts now exist for students in Business Administration. The key to the success of these programs remains the effectiveness of the professors who encourage or discourage the students on their way through the academic pipeline. It is vital that faculty have the opportunity to encourage interdisciplinary studies both on and off campus by recruiting both students and their fellow faculty members. This is the most important link in the chain of area studies. The more opportunities faculty have to encourage such interdisciplinary bridge-building, the more they will be able to energize the talent among the nation’s next generation of area studies experts.

The potential of drawing a broader range of students into foreign language area studies is greater today than even a decade ago. Having seen the set of influences that initially captures the interest of some students in world areas, we know that students from a variety of disciplines and backgrounds are exposed to the same influences during their educational careers, particularly at the beginning of and during the undergraduate experience. We need to recognize an opportunity and take full advantage of it.

Notes
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